
2nd Edition of Critically Acclaimed Book
“Uberman: Unleash Your Full Potential” Set for
Release
NASHVILLE, TN, UNITED STATES, February 4,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The 2nd edition of
critically acclaimed book, Uberman: Unleash
Your Full Potential, is set to be released on
February 3rd, 2018, at 9am EST.

Written by author Jason Mangrum, Uberman:
Unleash Your Full Potential is slated to be one
of the most trending books of the year. 

“When I wrote the first version of this book, I
knew it was going to be a bestseller,” Mangrum
says.  “Paperback copies of the book were
being sold for over $1,000.  In the 2nd edition,
however, I’m anticipating even bigger results.
Not only have we revised, updated and polished
the book like a precious diamond, we’ve added
something that will blow people’s minds:
collaborators of the Enlightened Millionaire
Mastermind.”

The Enlightened Millionaire Mastermind is a
team of 5 highly successful and inspirational
entrepreneurs who have developed a unique
principle, along with cutting-edge science, to help readers reach the next level in their lifestyle and
business.  “The Mastermind principle is like a team of ninja warriors,” Mangrum stated.  “They’ve all
contributed their own strengths, wisdom and experience to help our readers excel in business and life
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beyond their wildest dreams.”

Uberman: Unleash Your Full Potential claims to help readers
dive into their consciousness, learn powerful new techniques
for creating the life they want and to obliterate anything that
stands in their way. 

“We’ve developed such a powerful principle, that in just
minutes, readers will learn astonishing secrets and new breakthrough technologies for altering their
consciousness and activate the “uber” within them,” Mangrum says.  “We truly believe in the immense
power of this book and know our readers feel the same.”

Between February 3rd-10th, affiliates can enter a huge launch contest and $5,000 prize giveaway,
plus receive a free 5-step Self Improvement System, How to Hack the Matrix (Of your Mind), simply

http://www.einpresswire.com


for helping to spread the word about the site.  Affiliates
can sign up at www.ubermanbook.com/jv.

For more information about the 2nd edition of Uberman:
Unleash Your Full Potential, please visit
https://www.ubermanbook.com.
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